Morsø 2110 Ribbed
A choice for life.

When you eventually put this literature down, the likelihood is you’ll be sold. You’ll have fallen for
Morsø’s timeless look. You’ll have fallen in love with cast iron’s unique properties. And you’ll be
convinced of our stoves’ obvious advantages for the environment.
But believe us – when you describe your relationship with your Morsø in the future, it won’t be the
design, the cast iron or the stove’s green-friendly impact which will fuel your fondness. By then, your
stove will have already become one of the most loved items of furniture in your home. A trusty
source of comfort, you will love it for its sound, look and warmth. And for the glow of happiness it
has spread throughout the house year after year. To choose a Morsø is, in other words, to make a
choice for life.

Thinking of the environment and wanting to live up to the world’s most stringent environmental
requirements, Morsø has improved significantly the combustion system of its widely known radiant
fireplace, a true Morsø classic. The furnace is fitted with an extra self-regulating chamber that
supplies extra air at the top of the stove or fire via a number of ducts. This extra combustion ensures
the burning of harmful particles and any excess gases that would otherwise be released into the
atmosphere.
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The cast-iron wood burning stove stove, which is very spacious and effective, was the creation of the
English designers, Queensbury Hunt. Together with the English designers, we have created a
powerful stove, which is a true representative of the proud Morsø tradition. The Morsø 2100-series
has an extra wide combustion chamber, allowing the use of large-sized fuel. At the same time, the
widths of the doors facilitate large glass windows, allowing you to gaze at the slow crackling fire.
Rated output:

8kW

Heat output range:

4-8kW

Heats up m2:

120m2

Height:

705mm

Width:

598mm

Depth:

505mm

Flue diameter:

150Ø

Weight:

120kg
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